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Example Phosphorus Lab Slip (Front) 

 

 

 



Example Phosphorus Lab Slip (Back) 

 

 

  



How to Ship Your Phosphorus Samples 

Step 1:  Label Sample Bottles 

 

Step 2:  Fill out Lab Slip 

 

Step 3:  Prepare Shipping Box 

 

 

Place an X before Nutrients.   

Label your sample bottles with its corresponding Field 

Number (Bottle Label ID) and Sample Address or Location 

Description from your Lab Slip. (Given the space 

constraints, fit as much as you can on the label.) 

Place an X before H2SO4 (0.1%)  This indicates you added 

the sulfuric acid preservative 

 

Under the Date and Time of Sample 

Collection section, fill in the Date, 

Time, End Date, and End Time.   

 

If you have one, line your Styrofoam 

cooler with plastic shopping bag or 

garbage bag.  This step is optional, 

but recommended.   

Place ice in two gallon Ziploc bags.  

Not much ice is needed.     



 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place your labeled sample bottle in 

one gallon Ziploc bag.  If you’re 

shipping more than one sample 

bottle, they can be placed in the 

same Ziploc bag. 

Sandwich your sample bottle(s) between the two Ziploc gallon bags of ice.   

Ice                                    Bottle(s)      Ice 

If you used a bag to line your 

Styrofoam cooler, tie it off to prevent 

any water from leaking out.   

Place the Styrofoam lid and your Lab 

Slip (s) on top.  Check to send as many 

lab slips as you do sample bottles.  In 

this case we have one sample bottle 

and one lab slip. 



Step 4:  Affix UPS Shipping Label 

 

Step 5: Check the Return Address Index Card 

 

Seal your box with tape.  Print, cut, 

and affix your UPS Shipping Label to 

the top of your box. 

Make sure that your return address 

index card is turned to not show your 

address.  The State Lab of Hygiene 

staff will flip it over when shipping 

the empty box back to your address.  


